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Hi Nuemann, 
  
The responses are in red.  
  
Mahalo, 
  
Rosie Chang 
  
As discussed, I would like to confirm centerplate's position that any requests for public 
financial information regarding the Swap meet must be requested from Stadium 
Management.   
  
You may request any type of information from Centerplate. However, under the Freedom 
of Information Act, Centerplate is not required to provide the information requested since 
it is not a government agency. Centerplate is willing to provide you with any information 
requested as long as it is within the scope of the information Centerplate is required by 
contract to provide to the State. 
  
  
Also, it is my understanding that although I may request such information from Stadium 
Management, the degree to which Centerplate will provide such information to Stadium 
Management would be determined by whether or not Centerplate would legally be bound 
(according to their contract with the State of Hawaii) to provide that information.   
  
The Freedom of Information Act requires the government to release documents. 
Whatever information that is provided to the State, in accordance to Centerplate’s 
contract, becomes public information.  
  
Such information may include but not be limited to the breakdown of attendance that 
includes customers that paid for entree, did not pay, had coupons, vendors, employees, 
special event attendees, etc.; and the vendors' rents that were collected from A,B,C & D 
Rows.  



  
According to reports given to the State you can get total admissions, which include 
coupon (free) admission and paid admission. You would be able to get stall sales by 
rates. There is no distinction between special event attendees and regular shoppers, they 
both fall under paid admission.  
  
I  am also, requesting (as I did in our meeting), any documentation from Fire Marshall or 
any other appropriate agency that determines rules or guidelines regarding fire or medical 
emergency vehicle access specifically to the Aloha Stadium.  However, I would like to 
confirm whether or not it is your position that you will or will not provide that 
information as you may not be required to do so and that I again should ask Stadium 
Management for that information. 
  
We do not have any official documentation from the Fire Marshall that determines the 
rules or guidelines. However, Aloha Stadium Management, was instructed by the Fire 
Marshall to keep the following areas clear at all times for emergency access: 
  
Two lanes between Sections 3 and 4 
Two lanes between Sections 6 and 7 
Two lanes between Sections 8 and 9 
Two lanes between Sections 11 and 12 
  
Regarding the E&F Row and driveway vendor's relocation to the available D row stalls 
over the last four months, do you have copies of lists of available stalls and the dates of 
their availabilities, a lists of vendors required to move and their original locations, the roll 
call or lottery lists that identify the vendor's positions toward available stalls, a detailed 
written description of the processed used for relocating vendors including the distinction 
of priority that was given to vendors  
with double or triple stalls toward available stalls over vendors with single stalls for those 
same available stalls and how that distinction was fair to all vendors in the relocation 
process?  Can you also confirm whether or not your process for determining the priority 
issuing available stalls to double or triple stall vendors was communicated to all vendors 
in need of relocation or only to some and if so, why? 
  
Please state your issue as we are unclear on what exactly you are asking. 
  
Would you agree or disagree that a double stall or triple stall vendor should have had 
priority only if a double or triple stall was available and if that vendor chose two or three 
available separate single stalls they should have been only allowed to do so in a lottery 
that included all vendors in need of single stalls?  Would you agree or disagree that the 
process that was implemented favored vendors with more stalls over vendors with less 
stalls? 
  
The lottery was only designated for vendors who were being moved from the E/F row 
and driveway stalls. The process was given to anyone who requested the information. 
There was no preference given to any vendor, whether they had one stall or multiple 



stalls. The procedure was simple. All vendors who were being displaced were asked to 
attend the October 24th lottery. There was only one lottery to determine the order in 
which they would choose a new location(s).  At that lottery, they attained the number 
order in which they would be able to choose a new location. Again, no preference was 
given to any vendor.  
  
For Example 
Single stall 
Single stall  
Double stall 
Triple stall 
Single stall 
Double stall 
  
Number 1, would get to pick first from the available list of stalls. Then Number 2 would 
get to pick. Number 3, if there were no double stalls available they could either choose to 
break up the double and pick two single stalls or keep their double and wait for a double 
stall to become available. They would maintain their order in line if they chose to wait for 
a double. Number 4, would also be given the opportunity to either break up the triple or 
wait for a triple to become available. If they chose to wait for a triple, they would 
maintain their order in line and we would continue on to the next number.  
  
Can you provide any documentation and supporting evidence that describes how all of 
the changes that were implemented since August of 2008, has improved the swap meet 
and for whom?   
  
As you already know, the declining trend of the Swap Meet is still doing so at the same 
rate for the last four years. The changes that were implemented in November 2008, were 
not expected to produce an immediate upward trend. It took four years for the Swap Meet 
to get to this downward trend, where it is today. As is true in any business, it will take 
some time to build it back up. Therefore, it is too difficult to make an accurate and 
responsible assessment of the implemented changes and how it has affected the Swap 
Meet after a three-month period. 
  
What are your specific marketing or other strategies for increasing customers and vendors 
at the swap meet, and if such strategies exist, are they being implemented and how? 
  
As stated at the January 29, 2009, Stadium Authority Meeting, in which your Vice 
President (Ashley Harding) and Secretary (Jerry Garcia) attended, Centerplate is in the 
final negotiation stage with PCF Virtual Communications to create a marketing and 
advertising plan for the Swap Meet. In the meantime, we have a few small projects in the 
works to help increase attendance, including a promotion with Pepsi to allow free 
admission to buyers who bring bottles/can to recycle, and a promotion with the Hawaii 
Food Bank to allow free admission to buyers who bring canned food donations. 
  



How does your reasoning for current A,B,C,D vendor stall rental pricing help to promote 
a healthier economic situation for vendors in the current economic times?   
  
During the last four years the A and B stalls sales have decreased an average of 10%. The 
D row stall sales have decreased an average of 10-12%. The C row stall sales have 
decreased an average of 75%. With the C row decreasing 75% over the last three years, 
we have implemented a promotion to include the C row   with the A and B row pricing.  
  
One of the strategies that have been communicated to vendors, stadium management and 
stadium authority is that removal of the product categories and four stall rule would 
create more competition and drive the price of goods lower creating more value to 
customers and therefore increasing attendance, and therefore vendors.  Do you have 
evidence that this trend is occurring?   
  
As mentioned above, it difficult to accurately and responsibly assess any type of trend in 
a three-month period. 
  
Why is the reasoning for decreasing the price of goods to increase value and therefore 
more customers, not extended to lowering the pricing of vendors rental rates to increase 
value and therefore more vendors?  
  
As mentioned above, the rent pricing structure will be reviewed, evaluated and discussed 
in conjunction with the marketing ad advertising plan with PCF Virtual Communications. 
  
What is your position regarding the possibility that the prices of vendors' goods are at 
bottom levels and cannot go any lower without driving the vendors out of business?  
Have you considered any strategy to help these vendors that may be on the brink of 
losing their businesses or is your strategy to replace them with a new vendor? 
  
Centerplate’s position is to improve the Swap Meet as a whole. We understand that 
individual vendors are suffering and many are facing losing their business. This is an 
unfortunate reality and crises that businesses across the country are facing. The nation is 
undergoing an economic crisis. We do not have a strategy to replace any vendor with 
another vendor. That has never been stated by Centerplate. 
  
Can you explain how having no product category or no four stall rule will promote 
creativity and stop repetition of the same goods being sold?  
  
Because of the free market we are trying to create, we cannot control the repetition of the 
same goods being sold. We are encouraging vendors to sell what they choose, and do not 
desire to control that (except with regard to illegal items). As mentioned above, the 
elimination of the product categories and the Four-Stall Rule removes the restrictions on 
vendor placements. This allows all products into the marketplace and does not prevent 
vendors from selling what they are capable of selling.   
  
What is your policy regarding temporary usage of a driveway stall? 



  
Centerplate’s policy is that those stalls no longer exist and are not available for  use. The 
incident that you spoke of during our meeting has been handled and the person 
responsible has been reprimanded.  
  
Can a vendor rent any stall in the C Row and if not, which stalls are available and which 
stalls are not and why? 
  
Yes. A vendor may rent any stall that is available in the C row. There are some stalls in 
the C row that are already reserved, and therefore not available. There are some occasions 
when a certain area is not available due to special events. 
  
Thank you for your time to address each of these questions.  Can you also indicate who 
specifically answers each question whether it is, the swap meet manager, general 
manager or regional manager.  I look forward to your response. 
  
The responses given above are on behalf of Centerplate 
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       In the fall of2008 Stadium Authority / Management made vendors in certain stall move their business in to new location. I did not like this because I was in a so called condemned stall. I had no choice of whatever stalls were available but had to participate in a lottery. Stadium Authority / Management promised me that they have enough vacant stalls to fulfill the relocation of all vendors involved, and the move will happen in one move meaning everyone will move at the same time and thus delaying my lottery participation will only cause me to obtain an undesirable stall location. Then 5 months later we still see vendors in the so called condemned stall. We suffered for many months where other vendors did not have to have. I feel Stadium Authority / Management failed and broke their promise causing me to lose financially, not to mention the emotional stress whenever a steady costumer find us too late and made a wrong purchase or paid too much for the same goods.


     It is my understanding that the reason given me for moving is that there safety requirement that I am breaching, an emergency vehicle will require 2 lanes for it to negotiate thru to get to any emergency. It is my understanding that the only safety lanes required are 2 lanes between sections 3-4;5-6;8-9; and 11-12. I was located in a lane between sections 2-3. This lane is not one of the safety lanes requirements. I suspect that the reason for movement was for a better view of a food vendor in the row in back of my tent. Stadium Authority / Management decision to move me feels that favoritism, EEO and conflict of interest maybe an issue.


     Stadium Authority / Management is not receptive to suggestions by the vendors. For example: lowering the rent for those in section 14D to 11D because those stalls on Sundays have a neighboring stall that their rent is a mere $15.00 where as ours in the very next adjacent row is $72.00 a day or moving the lower rent neighbors further in onto row A away from the higher rent vendors. This can be done by moving them up to the inner perimeter of the stadium and all around the stadium.


       I feel it was an unjust procedure for our location. Since we were already in the “D” row and our move was to relocate us into another “D” row stall we should not have had to participate in a lottery. We should have had a choice of relocating to the next “D” stall opening. The promise of enough stall for everyone indicated adequate open “D” row stall.


      Stadium Authority / Management denied my request and broke their promise. I feel Center Plate owes those involved in broken promises and losses to receive some kind of compensation.




       In the fall of2008 Stadium Authority / Management made vendors in certain stall 
move their business in to new location. I did not like this because I was in a so called 
condemned stall. I had no choice of whatever stalls were available but had to participate 
in a lottery. Stadium Authority / Management promised me that they have enough vacant 
stalls to fulfill the relocation of all vendors involved, and the move will happen in one 
move meaning everyone will move at the same time and thus delaying my lottery 
participation will only cause me to obtain an undesirable stall location. Then 5 months 
later we still see vendors in the so called condemned stall. We suffered for many months 
where other vendors did not have to have. I feel Stadium Authority / Management failed 
and broke their promise causing me to lose financially, not to mention the emotional 
stress whenever a steady costumer find us too late and made a wrong purchase or paid too 
much for the same goods. 
 
     It is my understanding that the reason given me for moving is that there safety 
requirement that I am breaching, an emergency vehicle will require 2 lanes for it to 
negotiate thru to get to any emergency. It is my understanding that the only safety lanes 
required are 2 lanes between sections 3-4;5-6;8-9; and 11-12. I was located in a lane 
between sections 2-3. This lane is not one of the safety lanes requirements. I suspect that 
the reason for movement was for a better view of a food vendor in the row in back of my 
tent. Stadium Authority / Management decision to move me feels that favoritism, EEO 
and conflict of interest maybe an issue. 
 
 
     Stadium Authority / Management is not receptive to suggestions by the vendors. For 
example: lowering the rent for those in section 14D to 11D because those stalls on 
Sundays have a neighboring stall that their rent is a mere $15.00 where as ours in the very 
next adjacent row is $72.00 a day or moving the lower rent neighbors further in onto row 
A away from the higher rent vendors. This can be done by moving them up to the inner 
perimeter of the stadium and all around the stadium. 
      
       I feel it was an unjust procedure for our location. Since we were already in the “D” 
row and our move was to relocate us into another “D” row stall we should not have had 
to participate in a lottery. We should have had a choice of relocating to the next “D” stall 
opening. The promise of enough stall for everyone indicated adequate open “D” row 
stall. 
 
      Stadium Authority / Management denied my request and broke their promise. I feel 
Center Plate owes those involved in broken promises and losses to receive some kind of 
compensation. 
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